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ABSTRACT
This paper is a study of inertial wave propagation in
a rotating right circular cone. The energy is supplied to
the fluid by means of a small amplitude harmonic perturba-
tion of the cone. The subsequent exchange of fluid between
the boundary layers and the interior flow is sufficient to
set the fluid into oscillation.
The response of the fluid, as determined with axially
mounted pressure and thermistor probes, and also visually,
was studied as the basic turntable rotation rate was varied.
It was found to be characterized by a series of peaks and
valleys, with the peaks corresponding to points of maximum
response (not resonances). The results were in good agree-
ment with the calculations made using the ray theory of
characteristic refections in a two dimensional wedge. In
an effort to induce resonances in the cone, the bottom
vertex geometry was altered so that the cone now simulated
a frustrum. The response curve revealed an extra peak due
to return reflection of energy, which clearly illustrated
the fact that standing waves could be set up in the cone
with the bottom vertex(a mathematical singular point)
altered.
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RANGE OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Parameter
Turntable
Turntable
Turntable
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Cone
Cone
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Rossby numbers, E, 0,,.
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0.2134 Qft 1.11
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5.13 ± .02,10.59 -.02,
4 15.50±.02 cm.
10.59.±.02 cm.
.034f6,,4 0.18
.06 -e c3 ', 0.30 .0
0.47x10-'E<2.4x10
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1. Introduction
Greenspan (1969) discusses the mathematical problem of
flow in a two dimensional wedge and illustrates that this pro-
blem exhibits many singular properties to which theoretical
answers willnot soon appear. An extension from the wedge shape
to a three dimensional cone geometry is straightforward. It
is the objective of this paper to investigate experimentally the
flow inside a rotating right circular cone in an effort to sub-
stantiate the findings presented in Greenspan's paper. Before
going into some of the features of its interior motion, I will
first discuss some conclusions of inertial wave theory in an
unbounded fluid which will be of relevance to the cone.
Assuming plane wave solutions of the form
(1-1) QA,
(1-2)
and using the linear equations of mass and momentum conserva-
tion (dimensional form) for an inviscid, homogeneous fluid,
namely,
(1-3)
(1-4) + ~
where is the particle velocity measured in the rotating co-
ordinate system of constant angular velocity fA &-l fis the
reduced pressure (Batchelor 1967), is the wave number vector,
W the frequency, and are constants not necessarily real,
we can derive the following four relations. From the continuity
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equation we obtain
(1-5)
which expresses the fact that the waves are transverse. Consider
an orthogonal co-ordinate system with the wave number rector Je
along the C-axis, figure 1, and let L-U4+Y since from con-
tinuity CL.5 ,then from the momentum equation we obtain the
dispersion relation
(1-6) L = .QA C4-
and (1-7) = J(ci'+ ( ) y:rJtc-wt
Equation 1-7 determines that the particle motion is circular
and counterclockwise for choice of the negative sign, or cir-
cular and clockwise for choice of the positive sign, figure 2.
In a two dimensional X-4 space with the wave number vector
as illustrated in figure 3, and recalling that the group elocity
C R-, Awhere .Z; is a unit vector in the L- direction we obtain
the relation
(1-8) C *)4 =O
which reveals that the angle between the direction of energy
propagation (characteristics) and the wave number vector is
always 900.
One feature of inertial waves is their anisotropic prop-
erty. The incoming and reflected flux vectors make equal angles
with the 1--axis, and not with the normal to the wall at the
point of their intersection as would a non-dispersive wave
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(phillips 1963). This implies a preferred direction of energy
propagation. Figure 4 illustrates the preferred direction for
the group velocity vector C * reflection does not obey the equal
angle rule (Snell's law) but rather occurs in a direction from
the vertical given by the dispersion relation
or (1-9) g= cJ- (
In the cone studyp, the cone oscillation frequency is a constant,
while A,the turntable rotation speed is prescribed for each ex-
perimental run, hence (~7.) is a constant for each run.
The experimental apparatus consists of a right circular
cone mounted on a precision turntable which rotates with a con-
stant angular velocity ,IR) Superimposed on this basic
turntable rotation speed is an oscillatory motion of frequency c
about the vertical Z -axis such that the overall motion can be
expressed as G =+ 4 wt with - equal to the oscillation
angle in radians. It is through the mechanism of this oscilla-
tion that energy is supplied to the enclosed fluid in the form
of inertial waves; the response of the fluid being studied as A
is varied. Ekman boundary layers are set up along the top and
side walls of the cone with a type of eonvergence zone at the
upper corner. The exchange of fluid from this convergence zone
with the interior (separation of flow from the corner) is suf-
ficient to produce oscillatory motion in the cone. The direc-
tion of motion or energy propagation from the corner can be
-5-
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described accurately with the dispersion relation G= Cy~ ( wL)
9 being an angle measured from the horizontal.
As discussed previously these inertial waves will then
reflect from the container walls in such a manner that the angle
between the direction of energy propagation and the rotation
axis remains a constant. The import of this statement is that
a packet of energy emanating from the upper corner of the cone
must always proceed toward the vertex immaterial of the initial
angle of the characteristics. One would suspect that a large
quantity of energy would accumulate in the vertex and subsequent
return reflection would occur producing standing waves inside
the cone. But in fact this does not occur. It can be shown
that it takes an infinite time for a wave packet to reach the
vertex, the container seems open or unbounded to the interior
motion and energy is absorbed with no reflections.
It is interesting to note here that a similar arrangement
was used by Aldridge and Toomre (1968) to excite inertial modes
in an oscillating sphere. The flux from the Ekman layers along
the spherical walls induced resonances at critical rotation
frequencies.
It is felt that although there are no resonances in the
cone, i.e. the spectrum of inertial waves is a continuous set
rather than a discreet one, there will be regions of peak res-
ponse when the energy in the inertial waves directly excite a
measuring device. The sections which follow are successful
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attempts at investigating various facets of the interior motion
with a thermistor bead and a pressure transducer,both being
positioned at specified heights along the vertical axis since
the flow is axisymmetric. A later section examines the horizon-
tal structure of the particle motion visually using aluminum
flakes and streak photography.
If we were shown a response curve from one of these axially
mounted probes we would expect to see a series of peaks and
valleys on the curve with the peaks corresponding to places where
the energy flux had crossed the center axis at a probe height.
The peaks would be of different amplitudes depending on how many
energy reflections from the side wall had occurred before it
reached the measuring device. One would also suspect that the
fluid-particle phase would be altered near the characteristics
and this effect might be uncovered with a phase-sensitive detec-
tor. Figure 5 is a plot of the axial crossing points of the
characteristics in the cone as obtained from equation B-4 of
Appendix B. The computer program to obtain these curves is
given in appendix C. The curve labeled -r1=i gives the axial
crossing points for energy propagation directly from the upper
corner of the cone. The mn=;L curve refers to energy arrival
at the axis after having reflected once from the side wall.
The Mn= 3 curve represents the energy arrivAlfrom the corner after
two side wall reflections. And the 1=q j curve is for three
inertial wave reflections off the side walls before reaching
AXIAL GROSSING POINTS OF CHARACTERISTICS
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the axially positioned sensing device. The reflection of char-
acteristics in a cone is discussed at length in appendix B.
The cross-hatch marks on the curves indicate the depths at which
probes were positioned along the axis of the cone. In general
for any prescribed axial position below the top one can read
the values of the quantity from the curves and then
calculate ft , the turntable rotation speed necessary to cause
the energy flux to pass through that point.
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2. Thermistor Study
a. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure
Thermistor resistance is a function of temperature,
the higher the temperature of the thermistor, the lower is
its resistance. The heat that the thermistor dissipates
can be described adequately by a quantity called its ohmic
loss which is the power (I2 Rr in watts) developed by the
thermistor. The circuit design employed in the thermistor
study is the simple Wheatstone bridge illustrated in figure
6. The purpose of the lOKilpotentiometer is to keep normal
current in the circuit at a constant value of 12.5 milli-
amperes. R,, R, and R., are resistors of equal value
differing only slightly from the value of R,, the thermistor
resistance. The object of using this bridge is to allow for
greater accuracy with considerable ease in the measurement
process, accomplishing this by the nulling together of two
signals.
Consider the circuit of figure 7.
if we choose R ~~ R then
let us suppose
R = R + (}8 ST ) with the term T small
then R R f T
where o' is the thermal coefficient
RT
j.5V.
FIGURE 6
R R
FIGURE 7
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hence -k Q (otS _ -0oST +-T - -
or - a
As applies to the thermistor studies, A . is the input to a
Varian X - Y recorder model F-80A, and according to the above
discussion, should be proportional to ST of the thermistor.
Hence one can see that as the temperature of the thermistor
varies due to the oscillating vertical velocity past the
probe, this will be recorded gs a voltage , 4 Z on the
X - Y recorder,
The Veco (Victory Engineering Corporation) part number 21A2
bead thermistor used in the experiment is a small elliptical
body of diameter .043 inch, and is made from metal oxide semi-
conductor materials, with sintered on platinum-iridium lead
wires of .004 inch diameter. The zero power resistance at
250C is 100 Ohms, with an approximate temperature coefficient
3,* 0
The thermistor is positioned in the rotating frame at
three specified heights along the vertical axis of the cone. It
is connected to an electrical circuit in the non-rotating frame
by means of an overhead slipring assembly. The thermistor bead
has a low impedance so as to eliminate any concern with shield-
ing from the water. The lead wires are protected in a one-
foot long Omega Engineering alumina ceramic insulator tubing.
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b. Results and Discussion
Before experiments with the thermistor were made in the
cone geometry it was first tried in a rotating right circular
cylinder, and it worked well. Due to certain indeterminate
aspects of the thermistor operation in an oscillating flow, it
is not intended that this section produce; absolute values of
velocity inside the cone. So as not to appreciably disturb
the interior flow, the voltage across the thermistor is turned
on only after the interior flow has reached a steady state
condition. In an oscillating flow of this type a continual
amount of dissipated heat is put into essentially the same
volume of water as it moves past the probe; this effect and
that of the probe size on the velocity shear past it are areas
of uncertainty. Hence the exact relation of &T to the axial
vertical velocity measured by the probe is unknown.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 present the data obtained from the
thermistor probe at the three axial heights above the apex of
5,13 ', 1Q.59,15.5 cm. respectively. Each graph is a plot of
peak to peak thermistor voltage, Az , as recorded by the Varian,
versus the turntable period given in seconds. The vertical
solid lines on each graph are obtained from the theoretical curves
of figure 5, and represent, those values of turntable period T
at which a peak response is expected (only the first three are
indicated on each graph). The thermistor results are in good
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agreement with these calculations except at the large turntable
periods between 5 and 6 seconds. It is felt that this effect
is due to the fluid velocities past the probe being near the
minimum sensitivity threshold of the thermistor, since energy
in the inertial wave is lost upon repeated reflections from
the cone side walls.
3. Pressure Study
a. Introduction
The purpose of this section is to obtain an absolute
determination of the pressure signals within the rotating right.
circular cone as an aid in determining the properties of the
interior motion. To accomplish this a pressure probe is
positioned along the axis of the conewith the general features
of its response curve expected to be similar to figure 9 of
the thermistor study. As a special studythe inside geometry
of the cone was altered by placing a plug in the apex of the
cone such that it now simulated a frustrum of a right cone
of height 15.04 cm. The response curve from this particular
geometry should have peaks similar to those from the cone
study (figures 9 and 16),with extra peaks interspersed due
to return reflection of energy as a consequence of the new
bottom geometry. These extra peaks are felt to be resonance
points in the frustrum.
b. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure
Because there is no return reflection of energy flux
from the vertex, one does not expect resonance points in the
cone but one does expect peak response at places where the
direction of wave energy crosses the measuring position of the
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pressure probe. Even in these cases of peak response, the
signal level in the cone is quite small, in fact it is found
that the signal to noise ratio is poor over the entire range
of rotation speeds. Hence a type of power spectrum analysis
had to be performed on the pressure output signal. Figure 11
is a schematic of the data gathering and data reduction equip-
ment. A description of the Sanborn Pressure Transducer #268B
and mating transducer converter #592-300 can be found in
Aldridge (1967). I will briefly mention that the differentially
operating transducer is connected to the fluid system with 1/4
inch tygon tubing, the complete system being free of bubbles
(Kodak Photo Flow Solution helps) in order to obtain maximum
response from the transducer. The interior of the transducer
was adapted electrically to fit the system and is presented
in figure 12. The pressure probe, a 10 inch long hyperdermic
needle of .047 inch I.D., is mounted along the vertical axis
of the cone at a height of 10,59cm. above the cone vertex,
figure 13. The probe does not rotate with the cone but is
independently suspended by means of a complex tripod arrangement
critically weighted to minimize the random noise pickup of the
transducer. Noise reduction played an important role in the
design of the data gathering equipment. A filter (figure 14)
of cutoff frequency 4 cps is incorporated after the converter
to eliminate any 60 cycle pickup. Following the filter is a
series of two amplifiers with a combined amplification factor of
FIGURE 11 SCHEMATIO OF DATA GATHERING AND REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
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C 10 . The first amplifier is a standard DANA model 2000
amplifier of total amplification factor 2 10 . In series
with this is a bias 'controlled operational amplifier with a
saturation level of ± )3 Volts. Ultimately the data is
gathered on magnetic tape with a Precision Instrument four
channel tape recorder, model.6200.
The data reduction equipment consists of further filter-
ing of the taped pressure signal through an operational band
pass filter with center frequency equal to the critical frequency
of the cone oscillation, namely 0.355 cps. From this band pass
filter the data is analyzed in a Princeton Applied Research
correlator which essentially cross-correlates the pressure signals
with a sinusoid which is recorded during the experimental runs
on another channel of the tape recorder and is derived from a
potentiometer circuit which directly measures the oscillation
frequency of the cone, figure 15. The correlator determines
the phase and amplitude of the pressure signal which then .s
recorded directly onto an X - Y recorder.
if we let : com / be our signal representing
the cone oscillation
and J:Pb (t -)+ ) represent the pressure signal
and noise
the correlation process consists of
+T
-T
vr- woO
LbLA4~
FIGURE 14
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which in our case yields cc. ) +
being the phase shift.
The output is printed on the X - Y recorder as a cosine
wave shifted along the T axis 0 radians (representing the
phase) and of amplitude equal to the magnitude of the pressure
signal.
With the frustrum geometry, the support equipment used
is identical with that employed in the cone study. The plug
in the bottom of the cone has a diameter of 4.6 cm,, and the
height of the frustrum is 15.04 cm. The pressure probe was
again placed at 10.59 cm. above the vertex of the cone which
is 5.46 cm. above the base of the frustrum.
c. Results and Discussion
In order to obtain absolute pressure readings inside the
cone it was first necessary to calibrate the pressure transducer
using a calibration stand which would simulate the oscillating
pressure in the cone. Also a phase calibration was performed
on the experimental apparatus to determine the phase lag or
lead, if any, between the oscillating pressure signal and the
cone position. A discussion of the pressure and phase calibra-
tions appears in appendix A, the results of which have been
used to obtain the absolute pressure curves of this section.
The results of the pressure study are presented in figures
-26-
16 and 17. These figures are plots of T-, the peak to
peak pressure displacement in /mm 1420 , versus turntable
period in seconds. The three vertical dotted lines on each
graph represent the turntable periods at which peak response
is expected along the axis of the cone for the prescribed
probe heights. The curves are in excellent agreement with
these calculations determined from figure 5. As mentioned
earlier in the text, it was expected that the two response
curves would have similar shapes and would have equivalent
pressure magnitudes. The extra peak at T = 3.3 seconds for
the frustrum is a resonance peak due to back reflection of
energy, it is the only one which stands out on this response
curve but does give a clear indication that resonances can be
induced in the cone by altering the vertex geometry. One should
also notice the fine agreement with the thermistor response
curve, figure 9, for e45 0 >Tr,>QH seconds (characteristics
lying within the cone). The anomalous large pressure response
at table periods of~ vs cannot be explained at present but
is thought to be a result of disruption of the interior flow
since the characteristics from the upper corner are predicted
to lie outside the cone. The flow separation in these cases
must react with the boundary layers along the side walls to
cause large pressures along the axis.
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4. Visual Study
a. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure
Two interesting types of photographs of the cone's
interior flow can be utilized for data analysis and reduction.
The first type is a view of&vertical cross-section of the cone
illustrating the characteristics (usually of a darker shade
than the rest of the flow) emanating from the upper corners of
the rotating body and subsequently reflecting off the sloping
side walls on their trip toward the "infinite-well" apex at
the bottom of the cone. Utilizing the fact that the interior
flow is symmetric, as will be shown in the photographs at the
end of this section, the choice of positioning one's camera
and light source either both inside or outside the rotating
frame is left to the photographer's discretion. This first
type of photograph can be found in Greenspan (1969). The
second type of photograph, those which I took, are intended to
bring out more detail especially of the particle motion in the
flow field. These photographs capture the horizontal flow
structuresince the camera is mounted parallel to a plane per-
pendicular to the rotation axis. The light source (G. E. 100
watt projection lamp) is similarly mounted in the rotating
frame and produces a thin (0.3 cm. and o.6 cm. in the two experi-
mental cases) horizontal beam, parallel to the plane of the
camera, which intersects the cone at the height of 10.59 cm.
-30-
above its apex. This particular height was chosen as it was
also the axial positioning of the thermistor and pressure
probes, affording a three-way comparison of the numerical and
visual data.
The cone is filled with a suspension of distilled water
and large aluminum flakes, wet with a common detergent to
prevent unnecessary clinging to the side walls. The aluminum
flakes were washed beforehand with acetone which broke up any
large globules which had formed.
A Nikon-F 35 mm. camera is used with a special automatic
film winder to advance the film while the table rotates. (The
film used is Kodak Tri-X Pan fast black and white which worked
best with all exterior lighting eliminate.
Refer to figure 18 for a schematic of the support equip-
ment for visual studies. In order to correlate the timing of
the pictures with the cone oscillation period an electric circuit
was designed using a potentiometer which directly measures the
oscillation of the cone. The output of the circuit is connected
via power sliprings to a Beckman dynagraph recorder. See
figure 19 and 20 for the circuit design and its output. The
sinusoid in the output refers to the motion of the harmonically
oscillating cone, and the spikes correspond to the times of
camera activation and turn off respectively. The camera acti-
vation)and exposure length is controlled by a Cramer type 540
timer, and the turntable rotation speed (accurate to c 0./o )
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FIGURE 18
is measured with a magnetic teed switch circuit coupled to a
General Radio timer. If we represent the motion of the cone
with a cosine curve as illustrated in figure 21, and divide
the oscillation period into eighths of a period then t =o ,
T/2, T represent times of maximum amplitude of the Oscillation
just as the action of a spring-weight system undergoing simple
harmonic motion with t=0 representing the spring in the
stretched position.
b. Explanation of Two Features of the Photographs
This section is intended to be a short discussion on two
features of the photographs which the author feels are not in-
herently obvious.
1) Radius of particle orbit versus particle velocity
A balance of the forces acting on the particle in its cir-
cular orbit inside the cone are, (figure 22).
recalling that fl
we obtain /ys oc N~
This relation tells us that the radius of the path is
directly proportional to the particle velocity. With this rel-
ation a glance at the photographs will reveal that the particle
speed is greatest near the characteristics with velocity decreas-
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ing in toward the center and outward toward the wall. A review
of figure 9 illustrates that a turntable period of TT= 3.85 seconds
lies in a region of peak thermistor response whereas that of
TT = 3.00 seconds lies in a valley on the response curve. Thus
a relation such as rr cenr was expected since the pictures at a
turntable period of TT.= 3.85 seconds indicate larger circular
orbits in general, than do the ones at a turntable period of
TT = 3.00 seconds.
2) Apparent ellipticity of the motion and a determination
of the direction of energy propagation
The particle motion has been postulated to be circular,
why then does it appear to be elliptical in the pictures? The
answer is that the particle motion which is along the characteris-
tics is not in the same plane as the camera. This perspective
anomaly can be checked mathematically. If we let 1,represent
the major axis of the circular orbit and 1, represent the minor
axis, then from elementary trigonometry we find that
if motion is indeed circular where
-: -are the axes of the orbit
shown on the photographs
therefore the ratio of major to rinor axis on the pictures should
be - = Values for the respective parameters are pre-
sented in the following table.
3.0 0 57*,' O.53a 0.56*.03
3*e.0 L/D5 3 0toJ 71 O3
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An analysis of the photographs show E cc C4o oe . Thus
we can say that the particle motion is circular with the dir-
ection of energy propagation along the characteristics. It is
instructive here to mention that C is not exactly = cao 9 but
merely proportional to it since there is a slight counter-
clockwise drift around the cone superimposed on the circular
particle motion.
t. Summary of Visual Study
FolloWig is a discussion of the main features of the
interior, horizontal structure as deduced solely from analysis
of the streak photographs. All conclusions in this summary
are elucidated further in the photographs of part d.
The basic turntable rotation is clockwise when looking
down at the photographs. The pictures taken with the two
different light beam thicknesses (0.3 and 0.6 cm.) are identical
indicating that the actual amplitude of the particle motion
(radius of the inertia circle) is small. Photographs were
also taken at two different turntable periods T-= 3.85 and T,=
3.00 seconds. From the previous discussion, one would expect
that the Ty = 3.85 second photos would have an overall larger
amplitude of motion and this fact is indeed bourne out. Using
equation B-5 of appendix B, one determines that the characteris-
tics should cross near the center for the T =- 3.85 second
-37-
pictures and at 0.6 R out from the center for the T.=:. 3.00
second pictures. With this information, one determines from
the photographs that the amplitude of the particle motion is
greatest near the characteristics with decreasing amplitude
in toward the center or out toward the wall (edge of photo).
Analysis of the T,= 3.00 second pictures reveals a smoothly
changing particle phase of about 900 through the characteristic
region, e.g. the phase of the particle motion is changing near
the characteristics such that the phase on either side of the
characteristic is different. Away from the influence of the
characteristics the phase appears constant. Sequences of
photographs were taken at times of 5, 15)and 20 minutes after
start of spin up. Those at the same part of the oscillation
period for the three different times are identical proving
that once spin up is reached the motion is time invariant.
Further reduction indicates that the interior motion can be
divided into three regimes:
1) An interior motion which is influenced by the position
of the characteristics, this is the largest region on the photos.
2) A central core of small but varying thickness. The
motion in this core appears minute possibly due to its vertical
nature.
3) A boundary layer of thickness -R/ 5 but again of vary-
ing size depending on the characteristic position. The cone
d. Discussion of Photographs
In the photographs which follow the four parameters used
to distinguish each one are:
Ty ,turntable period =.3.85, 3.00 seconds
T , camera exposure time = 0.9, 1.4, 2.8 seconds
side walls radically affects the motion in the boundary layer
near them. The magnitude of the particle motion in the boundary
layer is the same for different rotation speeds. The particle
motion in all the pictures is counterclockwise and circular.
Superimposed on this counterclockwise circular motion is a
counterclockwise drift around the cone. One would be more
accurate in describing the motion as eddylike. Since the particle
motion is counter-clockwise, the phase on the inside of the
characteristics is found to lead that on the outside. Photo-
graphs taken for different exposure times of 0.9, 1.4 and 2.8
seconds display that the particles make one revolution every
oscillation period (2.83 seconds).
To summarize one can say that the general features of the
interior flow are similar for different rotation speeds provid-
ing the characteristics-ie within the cone)with parameters
such as phase, amplitude of motion, boundary layer thicknesses,
and velocities being directly influenced by the position of the
characteristics. All aspects of the flow are continuous.
-39-
TOS . time of oscillation 0, T/8, T/4, 3T/8, T/2, 5T/89
3T/4, 7T/8
W light beam thickness 0.3, 0.6 cm.
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Figures 23-29 illustrate the counter-
clockwise particle motion inside the cone. The
phase changes smoothly by approximately 1/8
period for each successive picture. The black X
marks the approximate center of each photograph,
the lines being radii of approximately the same
angular position on each photo. The large black
dot is not the center but a vacuum seal on the top
of the cone, with the bright rim being caused by
the light beam as it passes through the cone side
walls.
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turntable period 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time - 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = 0
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
Q
FIGURE 23
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = T/8
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 24
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation 3T/8
light beam thickness 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 25
-44.-
turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
Igh of oscillation T/2
light beam thickness 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 26
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In figures 23-29, theory predicts that
the characteristics will cross at the center.
The amplitude of the particle motion is seen
to increase from the edge of the- photo reach-
ing a maximum near the center. The phase re-
mains constant along any given radius.
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = 5T/8
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 27
F-
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turntable period - 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation 3T/4
light beam thickness 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 28
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turntable period = 3.85 second
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = 7T/8
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 29
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Figures 30, 31, 32, illustrate the time
invariance of the interior flow. Figure 30 was
photographed at 5 minutes after start of spin up,
figure 31 at 15 minutes,and figure 32 at 20 min-
utes, and all three appear identical.
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = T/4
light beam thickness -r- 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 30
turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = T/4
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 31
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 1.4 seconds
time of oscillation = T/4
light beam thickness 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 32
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Figures 33, 34, were photographed with
different light beam thicknesses and are sim-
ilar indicating that the particle motion is
small.
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time = 2.8 seconds
time of oscillation = T/4
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
FIGURE 33
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turntable period = 3.85
camera exposure time = 2.8
time of oscillation = T/4
light beam thickness = 0.3
FIGURE 34
seconds
seconds
cm.
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Recalling that the particle motion is
counterclockwise, figures 35 and 36 clearly
depict the slow counterclockwise particle drift,
probably caused by the unequal particle inertia
due to the basic clockwise table rotation.
Observe the small central core, large
interi-or region and small boundary region.
Notice how the wall elongates the elliptical
paths near it. The amplitude of the motion
increases as one moves away from the wall with
the phase remaining constant. The characteris-
tics cross near the center in figures 35 and
36.
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turntable period
camera exposure time
time of oscillation
light beam thickness
FIGURE 35
3.85
2.8
3 T/4
= 03
seconds
seconds
cm.
turntable period 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time 2.8 seconds
time of oscillation = 3T/8
light beam thickness = 0.3 cm.
FIGURE 36
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In the figure 37 the lens was open for
2.8 seconds, almost one complete oscillation
period, and the picture was taken at just the
right part of the period to reveal a complete
particle revolution.
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turntable period = 3.85 seconds
camera exposure time 2.8 seconds
time of oscillation T/2
light beam thickness = 0.3 cm.
FIGURE 37
-61.-
Figures 38, 39, 40, display the structure
at a turntable period of 3.00 seconds. The
circle illustrates the approximate location of
the characteristic crossing. The magnitude of
the particle motion is largest near the charac-
teristics just as in the T = 3.85 second photo-
graphs.
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turntable period = 3.00 seconds
camera exposure time = 2.8 seconds
time of oscillation = 5T/8
light beam thickness = 0.6 cm.
4
FIGURE 3 8
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Observe how the phase, constant away from
the influence of the characteristics, changes in
a smooth manner through this region, the phase on
the inside leading that on the outside by ~900
since the particle motion is counterclockwise.
Motion in the central core appears to have a small
horizontal motion.
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turntable period = 3.00 seconds
camera exposure time 2.8 seconds
time of oscillation = 3T/4
light beam thickness 0.6 im.
FIGURE 39
U'
Compare the relative magnitude of figures
38, 39, 40, with figures 23-37. Also notice the
axial symmetry in all the photographs in this
section.
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turntable period 3.00 seconds
camera exposure time = 2*8 seconds
time of oscillation = 7T/8
light beam thickness = 0.3 cm.
FIGURE 40
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5. Summary of Results
Certain axisymmetric inertial modes of oscillation of a
rotating liquid cone were excited by superimposing a small
harmonic perturbationW, on the basic turntable angular vel-
ocity. This resulted in an oscillatory fluid motion inside
the cone caused by the flow separation from the upper corner
with subsequent exchange of fluid between the boundary layers
and the interior flow. The direction of this energy flux
from the corner is given by the dispersion relation, , ~~
& being measured from the horizontal. The response of the
fluid to different turntable rotation speeds was investigated.
The oscillatory pressure difference developed between the
pole and a point on the rotation axis was measured with a
pressure transducer. Similarly the oscillatory vertical velo-
city was measured with an axially positioned thermistor probe.
A spectrum of several distinct amplitude peaks as a function
of the quantity was found but these were not to be inter-
preted as resonance points in the cone; the location of these
peaks were in good agreement with the predicted values. The
shapes of the response curves from the pressure and thermistor
studies were in good agreement except at fast rotation rates
where unusually high pressure response was recorded by the
transducer and very low vertical velocities were recorded by
the thermistor probe. But for this range of turntable speeds
the characteristics are calculated to lie outside the cone
0>(05.9S T7 (a3 , this anomalous behavior must be studied
in more detail before any conclusions can be reached.
A visual study was undertaken using aluminum flakes and
slit-beam lighting to obtain a detailed picture of the inter-
ior particle motion. This visual study supported the numerical
data from the thermistor and pressure studies and illustrated
the relationship of the characteristics to such flow parameters
as velocity, phase, amplitude, boundary layer thicknesses, etc.
Finally in an attempt to obtain resonances, the cone
geometry was altered by inserting a level-surfaced plug of
radius 2.3 cm. in the bottom vertex of the cone so that it
simulated a frustrum of a right cone. The results illustrated
peaks in the response curve at the same places as in the cone
study, but also revealed new peaks interspersed between these
which were interpreted as resonance points due to back reflec-
tion of energy from the base of the frustrum. A further
quantitative study is presently being carried out with vertical
side-walls being positioned in the upper part of the cone to
observe its effect on the interior flow.
It can be said that the experimental study substantiated
the statements made in Greenspan's paper about inertial wave
propagation in a rotating cone.
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APPENDICES
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A. Pressure and Phase Calibrations
Unlike the section on the thermistor response measurements
which represent only relative velocity magnitudes inside the
cone, the section on the pressure transducer measurements is
intended to yield absolute values. To accomplish this it is
first necessary to calibrate the pressure transducer.
A calibration stand was built (accuracy 63%) which oper-
ated on a similar principle to that of a cam. One end of a
long supported shaft rested on a rotating cam while the other
end supported a beaker of water which was to be raised and
lowered harmonically along a vertical axis simulating the
cone's oscillation. The frequency of oscillation was set
equal to the cone oscillation frequency (J in
order to reduce electrical and mechanical losses in the system.
As the beaker of water was moved harmonically a prescribed
distance, the pressure was measured with a pressure probe fixed
under its oscillating free surface to permit subsequent deter-
mination of absolute pressures (Aldridge 1967).
It was first necessary to carefully examine the motion of
the beaker of water and to determine mathematically the impor-
tance of the various harmonics to the fundamental. Equation A-1
is the expression determined for ah the excursions of the
beaker about its mean position.
(A-w) ,o- LA
where Lis the ratio of lever1 arm len--ths,
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is the radius of the circular disks (the cam was made from two
circular disks mounted together on a rotating shaft, the centers
of which could be displaced a distance = c/r, , and J - r -
constant ( With the above expression, we can determine
the time dependent part of the pressure in the beaker:
our equation of motion is (G J - P
where Ar = and =H + , is the depth of the probe
below the free surface, H being its mean value. We find for
the time dependent part of the pressure, LP, at the probe,
(A-2) A ~((
where S - Err, represents the amplitude of oscillation of
the beaker, _= fluid density (3) = acceleration of
gravity . Figure 41 presents the results of the
calibration using equation (A-2). Although the calibration
line is not horizontal which would indicate linearity of -he
transducer it is still small enough that for the range of
pressures in the cone (~- oS to-~7.EimY-H, D) we can choose one
value as a calibration constant E=17/o.D,--~-9,o). Since the
pressure signals had to be analyzed in a correlator, an ampli-
tude calibration hal to be made on this piece of equipment.
This calibration consisted of sending two 14nown sinusoidal
signals through the correlator and monitoring their amplitude
.4AV
and phase. The result was a calibration constant C =5,7'/t,0'/
Thus if our pressure signals had an amplitude of X units, this
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would correspond to an absolute pressure APA
It is versus T, turntable period which is plotted in
figures 16 and 17.
Since the photographs indicated a smoothly changing part-
icle phase of -~ 900 across the characteristic region, it was
felt that this effect might reveal itself in a phase sensitive
device such as the P.A.R. correlator. This is equivalent to
asking the question whether the phase is dependent in any way
on the parameter(J) , or whether the phase remains a constant.
It is expected that as the cone oscillates the fluid in the
boundary layers along the walls will not stay in phase with it
but that there will be some lag. Also it takes a finite time
for the energy to propagate from the upper corner to the sens-
ing device mounted on the axis of the cone. It is thought
that these latter two effects will be the major cause of phase
lag (orlead). Figure 42 is a schematic of the phase calibration
performed on the experimental apparatus, with F equal to the
phase lag between the pressure signal and the corresponding
part of the cone oscillation. The -phase lag in circuitry
refers to the potentiometer signal going negative for a clock-
wise cone oscillation. 6 = ?r - , refers to the fact that
it was not A that was measured off the correlator output but
rather E . Therefore our equation to calculate the phase
P=p sim(wt -4) 70* LAG
P. I. BAND -A-- R A. R.-
TAPE PASS CORRELATOR-
RECO DER-FILTER B
8=AOsim(wt)
180 LAG
C LAG OF PRESSURE SIGNAL BEHIND CONE POSITION
A= p sin (wt-70 0 -2 8.5*.
B=A8 sin(wt-'ir
CP A os (wt*A)
A = 70*+28.5*(-'vr. - meas.
FIGURE 42
TRANSDUCER
+ CONVERTER
+ FILT E R
28.5* LAG
THROUGH
AMPLIFIERS
lag in degrees is
Figures 43 and 44 are plots of versus turntable period for
the cone and frustrum geometry. The variation in is
about 100 degrees. Although the results of phase lag are
not as conclusive as the absolute pressure readings, one can
draw some information from these curves. Both curves appear
to have a similar shape with peaks and valleys occurrig at
similar turntable periods, also the magnitudes of the phase
in degrees are equivalent. If one refers to figures 16 and
17 it appears that when the characteristics lie inside the
rotating body (TT K 2.4 seconds) a large pressure response
corresponds to a small phase lag and vice versa, although this
statement is not fully justified as the peaks and valleys of
the pressure and phase curves do not line up exactly. The
exception being when the characteristics lie outside the rota-
ting body, in this case an unusually large pressure response
corresponds to a large phase lag.
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B. Reflection of Characteristics
is the direction of energy propagation given by the
dispersion relation ,9 being measured from
the horizontal, figure 45; whence D,, the depth of the first
axial crossing of the characteristics is at once determined
from elementary trigonometry
In an X-Y co-ordinate system, with the cone on its side
as illustrated in figure 46, the general equation for C is
given by
x+ b
(B-1) -- X2f
the equation of the cone wall is:
(B-2)
setting(B-l) and(B-2)equal to each other to determine their
point of intersection (X. , yields
at this point the distance to the central axis of the cone is,
from this value i , we can determine D , the 2nd axial crossing
FIGURE 45
FIGURE 46
X
point of the characteristic emanating from the corner at
angle E :
by similar triangles, using figure 47)
and X jai
but from equation (B-3) -
S +1
so 2 (3 ta-
set 3 6 j
rewriting this,
to get - i
Now using the above equations we can calculate the various
axial crossing points of a characteristic as it proceeds
toward the vertex of the cone.
1st crossing D, = d
-11 A 1
2nd crossing D, = A , + .
3rd crossing D = AtpA4 J 1c4
4th crossing D,-q +A C + QqX
D ;2 -tz' ; 0 + tM, a ( rro - -X 6tv, a)
and the general expression for the nth axial cross is
(B-4) nth crossing Dj c i +
Below is developed a general equation to calculate the radial
position of the characteristics on the photographs in the visual
study section of this text, see figure 48.
the radial position of the characteristics in the cone, is
given by /f =g-- where h distance of picture from
the top of cone
the radius of the cone at depth h is
,- = 10.59 tan 24.160 ,or equivalently = - 3
their ratio,9F, which can be used in analyzing the actual
photographs is A
FIGURE 47
TCEWITER AX~IS
FIGURE 48
4-0
C. Computer Program for Calculation of Axial Crossing Points
of Characteristics
DIMENSION A(20) AA(20) TO(20) DO(20),DDO(20),SIGMA(20) X1(20),X2(2O),X3(2O)
TB = .48
RO = 9.049
READ (5,100) K
100 FORMAT 13)
READ (5 101) (A(I), 1=1,K)
101 FORMAT (12F6.4/F6.4)
D0900 I=1 K
TO(I)=-SQRT(AA(-I)**2-1.)
SIGMA(I) = TB *TO(I)
DDO(I) = (1.-SIGMA (I)/(l.+SIGMA (I))
DO(I)--RO*1TO(I)
Xl(I) = DO(I)*(1.+2.DDO(I))
X2(I) = X1(1) + DO(I)*2.*"DDO(I)**"2
X3(I) 6 X2(I) + DO(I)*2.*D()*
900 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,200)
200 '.FORMAT(lHl,6X,4HA(I),8X,2HDO,8X,2HX1,8X,2HX2,8X,2HX3)
C
C WRITE RESULTS
C
DO 901 I=1,K
WRITE (6,201) A(I),DO(I),X1(I),X2(I),X3(1)
201 FORMAT (4+,5F10.4)
901 CONTINUE
END
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